This article argues that the transnational shift that began in the late 1990s is reconfiguring the European television marketplace. This shift is characterized by the emergence of transnational TV networks, international TV formats and multinational TV groups. This paper analyses this mutation and argues that they are best comprehended using Ulrich Beck's cosmopolitan perspective.
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Broadcasting in a post-national environment:
The rise of transnational TV groups
Introduction
Europe is a melting pot of disparate cultures whose past governments were inclined to protect national media markets and arcane local media policies. Yet, despite this relatively inhospitable environment, the European television industry has become remarkably transnational in character over the past two decades. This article argues that the transnational shift that began in the late 1990s is reconfiguring the European television marketplace. This shift is characterized by the emergence of transnational TV networks, international TV formats and multinational TV groups. This paper analyses this transformation and argues that it is best comprehended using Ulrich Beck's cosmopolitan perspective. It then focuses on the development of multinational TV corporations.
Gone is the time when most broadcasters and production companies confined themselves to a national territory. Today's leading players are multinational in scope, buying companies across borders, producing and selling content in many territories, and running channels with an international footprint. Many of these corporations are now going one step further and have begun to integrate the international elements of their group into a coherent and interdependent operational network of divisions.
This article shows that a few broadcasters developed European ambitions before the end of the 1990s, but for most the period saw a retreat to the safe harbour of the domestic market as they struggled to make any impact beyond their borders. Today's most dynamic broadcasting and TV production companies have a transnational outlook and they have begun to claim the top positions in Europe's pecking order of TV companies. This article analyses the factors that brought about this transformation and presents an overview of the leading multinational players, distinguishing between the (predominantly) free-to-air TV groups that derive the bulk of their income from advertising, cable and satellite broadcasters that have a business model based on a variety of revenue streams, and the increasingly important content producers. Finally, this article outlines the concept of transnational integration and analyses the advantages of an integrated organizational structure at multinational level.
Television's transnational shift: the advent of cross-border TV channels and international TV formats
The close relationship between media and nation has been unravelling over the last two decades. Causes for this disjuncture are complex and include phenomena related to globalization such as the increasing flow of capital, goods and people crossing borders. Change is also triggered by the unfolding information technology revolution that has further deepened integration between computing, telecommunications and electronic media.
1 New technology involves a process of convergence between hitherto separate media platforms, the digitization of broadcasting and satellite systems -making global communication networks more powerful and flexible -and the emergence of new digital media.
The end result is a remapping of media spaces that draws on three related areas: channels, programmes and media corporations. The rise of cross-border TV channels lies at the heart of the current regional and global reshaping of media industries and cultures. In the 1980s, transnational TV networks struggled in the grip of a range of problems that included poor satellite transmission, governments reluctant to grant access to their markets and a reception universe that was too small to attract advertisers. They were also searching for a workable model of international broadcasting and a suitable way to address a multinational audience.
Facing such difficulties many of the early cross-border channels were short-lived.
The stars of pan-European television came into alignment in the late 1990s
when the transnational shift began to occur in European broadcasting. The commercial, technological and policy context radically changed (see below), and broadcasters progressively understood how to deal with a multinational audience and began to adapt their video feeds to European cultural diversity.
Today cross-border networks count among European television's most prestigious brands and have become dominant in several genres, including international news, business news, factual entertainment and children's television (Table 1) . They have not reached the ratings of terrestrial stations but they compensate with strong brand equity and an ability to deliver specific and attractive demographics across frontiers for advertisers. And while terrestrial stations struggle in a changing industry, transnational TV networks contribute to transforming it. Many practices that have become standard in television first emerged in the pan-European TV industry, from horizontal programming in the early 1980s to multi-stream revenue strategies and the development of multiplatform content and marketing partnerships more recently. The international format industry has grown steadily over recent years to reach an estimated volume of about €5 billion per year. 8 Whilst the bulk of formats used to be game shows, they embrace most television genres these days.
Game shows still constitute nearly half the total hours of format programming, but reality TV represents one quarter in volume of hours, followed by scripted entertainment (6 per cent), studio-based magazines (6 per cent), variety (5 per cent), dating (2 percent), clip shows (2 per cent) and chart shows (2 percent).
Home improvement and personal makeover programmes are two other growing genres.
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Setting the new benchmark: multinational TV groups
This article focuses on the third aspect of the transnational shift: the formation of multinational TV groups. Most European governments began to authorize commercial activity in broadcasting in the 1980s. Three decades later, the commercial broadcasters that have remained confined to their home market face an uncertain future. An inability to seek growth out outside their borders and to tap fast expanding markets such as Central and Eastern Europe has seen them lose out. The terrestrial channels they control rely primarily on advertising and their business model is perceived as too dependent on a single source of revenue. These broadcasters face mounting challenges from digital channels and multinational TV groups.
The financial markets reflect these threats in their share prices, and those of 
Understanding the post-national broadcasting environment
These changes amount to a paradigm shift because they have contributed to the formation of a post-national environment for broadcasting. They explain the progress of cross-border TV channels and the formation of a world market for formats. They also help us to understand why today's multinational media companies are in much better shape than their predecessors, and why they are in a far better position than those nation-centric media groups.
These changes can only be comprehended, I suggest, if we break away from the prison-house of the national perspective. We must hear Ulrich Beck's call to replace 'methodological nationalism' with 'methodological cosmopolitanism'.
The German sociologist defines the cosmopolitan outlook as the attempt to 'build a frame of reference to analyse the new social conflicts, dynamics, and structures of Second Modernity'. 25 Methodological nationalism fails to grasp the ramifications of the process of globalization, which 'not only alters the interconnectedness of nation-states and national societies but the internal quality of the social'. 26 International communication scholars need to break with the territorial bias of the nation-centric discourse because the 'principles of territoriality, collectivity and frontier are becoming questioned' and 'the assumed congruence of state and society is broken down'.
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'Political, economic and cultural action and their (intended and unintended) consequences know no border'
and thus the 'challenge is to devise a new syntax, the syntax of cosmopolitan reality'.
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It is apparent that globalization and technology are remapping media spaces and markets and that a transnational media order is emerging. While media systems were predominantly national in scope, they have evolved today on four levels: the local, the national, the regional and the global. The national layer has not disappeared but it is part of an intricate set of relationships involving all four dimensions. In all events, national media cannot be taken as the benchmark against which all types of media should be measured. The cosmopolitan outlook can help us to think beyond a territorial and national mindset and comprehend the emerging media structures and experiences created by the transnational media.
The following section reviews the activities of the leading multinational players in free-to-air broadcasting, cable and satellite networks, and production companies. From a historical perspective, these distinctions remain valid but the boundaries are blurring. Free-to-air TV companies are seeking to diversify their revenues and are increasingly involved in pay-TV and content creation. Similarly, cable and satellite broadcasters that used to rely almost entirely on subscriptions have now launched free-to-air channels that they finance through advertising. And broadcasters are also showing an interest in content creation over recent years in the acquisition of production companies. 
Free-to-air multinational broadcasting companies
RTL Group: a pioneering international broadcaster
ProSiebenSat.1
ProSiebenSat.1 was created by the merger of two of Germany's largest free-to-air (Table 4) . It is the leading free-to-air television operator in Germany, and is in second position in Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium and Hungary, and third place in Denmark and Romania.
Although ProSiebenSat.1 calls itself a 'pan-European broadcasting champion', claiming access to 77 million households across 13 countries, the geographical distribution of its income betrays a recent internationalization: two thirds of ProSiebenSat.1's revenues (which stood at €2.7 billion in 2007) came from the three German-speaking territories. 36 Today, the group's objective is to push growth of its international business and further integrate its pan-European operations. 
The Modern Times Group (MTG)
The third largest transnational broadcasting group (in terms of revenue), that is predominantly involved in free-to-air television, is the Modern Times Group (MTG). MTG's roots stretch back to ScanSat, a company established in 1986 by Jan Stenbeck, the CEO of Kinnevik, an extraordinarily diversified Swedish industrial conglomerate. Stenbeck saw a huge opportunity that was too good to miss: Sweden, but also Norway and Denmark -a combined market of 18 million people -were without commercial channels and television advertising.
In December 1987 the company launched TV3 from Camden, North London, using a satellite to reach Scandinavia. The London uplink offered many advantages, not least the ability to circumvent Swedish legislation banning advertising-supported channels. From the start, the channel was a multi-lingual service offering programmes in any of Scandinavia's three languages with subtitles for the other two. MTG subsequently built up its own direct-to-home satellite platforms in Scandinavia and the Baltics under the Viasat brand. It expanded the TV1000 offering to six channels, and launched about 13 Viasat-branded stations in sport and factual entertainment. All of these are multi-territory channels that are present across the Nordic region and several other markets in Europe. 39 In parallel to its pay-TV operations, MTG progressively built up its portfolio of free-to-air channels, starting in Scandinavia (it launched TV6 in Sweden in Collectively, these transnational broadcasting groups control about 160 freeto-air and pay-TV channels and represent more than €10 billion in revenue. All of them have expanded faster than any nation-centric broadcasters of recent years.
They possess the strategic ability to seek high-growth markets, they are increasingly able to leverage their considerable size, and some of them benefit from a growing integration at multinational level (below).
Cable and satellite transnational broadcasters
The development of the cable and satellite TV market in the United States in the 1970s and 1980s opened up opportunities for broadcasters who launched new channels to fill the cable networks. After a (short) period of expansion in their home market, many of these fledgling broadcasters decided to expand abroad, Europe being the obvious first destination. The first company to cross the pond was Turner Broadcasting System, which brought CNN to Europe in 1985, followed by MTV in 1987 and Discovery in 1989. They were joined by a list of American cable programmers that grew longer as the years passed.
The US-based entertainment conglomerates tend to shun free-to-air stations instead concentrating on cable and satellite channels with a niche appeal, such as factual entertainment or children's television. These stations often operate on a business model that mixes different revenue streams, primarily carriage fees (received from the cable and satellite operators that carry them) and advertising.
They do not have the audience reach of terrestrial networks but they are easy to localize and thus constitute an expedient way of expanding a company's geographical footprint. This section provides an overview of Europe's leading cable and satellite broadcasters. (Table 7 ). The company also runs Comedy Central/Paramount Comedy in several European territories and Nickelodeon, a leading brand in children's television.
MTV Networks Europe
Nickelodeon's pan-European feed went on air in November 1998 and was followed by localized versions across the region. MTVNE also launched Nick Jr., a pre-schooler, and Nicktoons, an animation channel, along the way. Today, the brand reaches 70 million European households with about 15 channels. 42 In all, MTVNE runs more than 80 channels, which makes it Europe's largest transnational TV network. MTVNE is currently deepening the multimedia integration of its brands to further the delivery of its content across as many platforms as possible. Given the likelihood that the music television ride is over, a new emphasis is being given to non-music channels and content. 
European TV production companies
Television production has traditionally been a fragmented sector. Until recently the field was characterized by the presence of small companies with limited geographical scope that specialize in niche markets, such as children's television.
There are still many more TV production companies than broadcasters in Europe but the sector has changed over the past decade. A lot of production companies have merged or been purchased by broadcasters, and as a result quite a few have acquired a multinational dimension. No one more so than Europe's three largest production houses: FremantleMedia, Endemol and Zodiak Entertainment.
FremantleMedia -RTL's content division -has produced more than 10,000
hours of TV programming worldwide and posted Euro 1. The environment is far more favourable today than it has ever been for transnational broadcasting operations. As mentioned above, European legislation has eased cross-border TV flows, the pan-European advertising market has expanded, technology has lowered transmission costs and increased network capacity, and the cable and satellite reception universe has expanded. In such a context, multinational organizations that adopt a truly transnational corporate structure can achieve significant gains. These are the development territories that have been charged with providing formats with the potential to become prime time international hits. The department assists the gestation process and organizes creative workshops, or 'format hospitals', whereby development teams seek help when they experience a 'writer's block' or submit ideas that need to be polished. Worldwide
Entertainment also supervises the international roll-out of these formats, looking after the marketing and providing the production tools necessary to make these formats (bible, flying producers, etc.). Finally, the division oversees quality control and format protection. Everything travels across the network: short promos, marketing campaigns, interviews with musicians and full-length pieces such as specials on artists.
Channels also exchange formats and produce their own versions of shows that have been successful elsewhere -always a badge of honour for the originating channel. The result is a network that is complex, flexible, responsive and efficient. 67 FremantleMedia and MTVNE show how the advantages of scale are not purely cost-related: when scale is organized on a transnational basis, it assists the cross-fertilization of ideas and helps teams to connect their creativity.
Conclusion
The transnational shift that occurred in the late 1990s has transformed the very nature of television. Broadcasting was once a national activity and the groups that ventured beyond their own borders often paid a price for risks they were unable to control. Today a series of factors in policy, technology and commerce has created a post-national environment in which broadcasting has evolved 'naturally' towards the transnational.
Stuck in one market, nation-centric companies are vulnerable to the ebbs and flows of a single economy and unable to seek growth in fast-expanding economies. They lack the size to find economies of scale and creative synergies.
To make matters worse, they have lost control of their future: since low share prices prevent them from raising funds for expansion this turns them into sitting ducks for a take-over. Thus, all they can do whilst somebody else decides their fate, is cut costs by adapting the international formats that global production houses sell them by the bucket-load.
